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In this paper we consider the electromagnetic wave problem in an 
inhomogeneous medium. We tirst prove uniqueness of the solution using Rellich 
and Cauchy-Kowalewska theorems. Then we explicitly compute the Dirichlet- 
Neumann operator on the sphere, we reduce the equations to a problem on a 
truncated domain, and we give a variational formulation. This formulation reads as 
a compact perturbation of a coercive operator, which leads to the existence of the 
solution’ according to Fredholm’s alternative. r, 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~DDCTION 
The problem of the scattering of time harmonic electromagnetic fields by 
metallic and dielectric obstacles has been extensively studied (see 
[ 1-3, 7, 81). In all these papers Boundary Integral Equation Methods have 
been the principal tool, especially for the transmission problem. These 
methods are limited to the case of dielectric and magnetic coefficients which 
are piecewise constant. Our method deals with the general problem. In this 
paper we present the case of a bounded obstacle. Maxwell’s equations in 
periodic structures will be discussed in a forthcoming paper, generalizing 
the method of Nedtlec and Starling [9]. 
We present here both cases of boundary value problem and transmission 
problem in the same example. We give a variational formulation which 
involves both the electric and the magnetic fields. For the case of the 
boundary value problem we have a simplified formulation with only the 
electric field. In the following discussion we let Sz’ be a bounded obstacle, 
Q’ = !2: v L?a. Szc is a perfect conductor, with a connected regular bound- 
ary r,. !2d is a dielectric whose boundary has two components, r, and I-,. 
The material coefficients are supposed to be analytic in Qa. The following 
results hold under more general conditions, e.g., we may have several ayers 
of dielectrics with E and ~1 smooth in each one. In the exterior domain !2’ 
the values of E and p will be denoted by E,, and pO, respectively. We also 
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denote by II the outgoing normal to QL on r,, and to L2l, on r,. Finally, 
we assume a time variation of the form ePiCO’. Then Maxwell’s equations 
read 
curlE-iopH= -m 
curlH+imsE=j 
in Qi v KY, 
EzO 
H=O 
in QL, 
Exn=O 
H.n=O 
on r,, 
[Exn]=O 
[Hxn]=O 
on r,. 
In ~2: we must have 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
where elf pl, (T, C’ are real valued and satisfy 
El >o, PI >o, fl3 0, o’>O. (1.3) 
We define k by k2 = 02sp. Our waves are generated by currents which differ 
from zero only in a bounded region entirely exterior to L?‘. We require that 
all our waves satisfy the Silver-Miller radiation condition. Therefore 
lim r{curl E x n - ikE) = 0, 
r--t= 
(1.4) 
lim r{curlHxn-ikH}=O. 
r * a’ 
These limits are taken uniformly in 0 and 40. 
2. THE DIRICHLET-NEUMANN OPERATOR 
In this section we recall some well-known results on spherical harmonics 
and spherical Hankel functions in order to explicitly construct the 
Dirichlet-Neumann operator on the sphere and give some of its important 
properties. 
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The spherical harmonics of order 1 are the traces on the unit sphere S of 
harmonic homogeneous polynomials of degree 1. They form a vector space 
W, of dimension 21+ 1. We note Y,,, 
Y,..(H.~)=~~P;‘(cosR)e’“‘, -ldm<l. (2.5) 
where Py are Legendre functions. (Y,,,),,, is an orthonormal basis of 
L*(S). The Y,,, are eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator A,, 
where 
(2.6) 
in spherical coordinates. We have 
A,Y,,,+l(l+l)Y,,,=O. (2.7) 
L2(R3) can be written 
@L*(R*, , r2 dr). (2.8) 
Then for a function u E L2(R3) we can write 
u(r, 0, cp) = +f u,(r) f: U/,m Y,,m(R cp). (2.9) 
I=0 In-l 
If we look for u in the above form, and satisfying Helmholtz equation 
Au+k2u=0 (2.10) 
then the function U, must satisfy 
d*u, 2 du, 
-&T+yJg+ k - ( * (2.11) 
and U, is in the form 
u,(r) = ccihj”(kr) + afhj*‘(kr), (2.12) 
where 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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are the spherical Hankel functions of order I. If u satisfies Sommerfeld’s 
radiation condition 
lim r @-iku =0 
T’% ( ) ar 
then 
u(r, 6, cp) = C 
hj”(kr) 
~ U/,m Y,,m(R cph 
I,,,, h!“(k) 
(2.16) 
where 
z 
I 
= k W’(k) 
h{“(k) ’ 
We prove in the appendix the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.1. For all 1 in N, the function z, satisfies 
z,= -P_‘+ik 
91 41’ 
(2.15) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
where 
(2.20) 
p,= 1+2a:$+ ... +(I+ l)aij$ (2.21) 
with 
ah=PLB; 
8:,= 
(l+pY 
p! (Z-p)! 2p’ 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
Thus 
l<%+l 
?I/’ ’ 
q,9 1. 
(2.24) 
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We define for a regular angular function 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
Then 
IITull: 1,2,sG c (I+ II2 bLm12 
L m 
d ll~ll:/2,s. (2.27) 
We can continuously extend the mapping T to H”‘(S). T is the Dirichlet- 
Neumann operator on S for the scalar case. For the vector case the above 
construction leads to an operator T having the important properties 
summerized in the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.2. The Dirichlet-Neumann operator T is continuous from 
(HI/Z(S))3 to (H-“2(S))3, and has the following properties: 
(i) - Re(Tu, u) 2 llull& Vu E (H”2(S))3. 
(ii) If the function u satisfies the Helmholtz equation exterior to S and 
the Sommerfeld radiation condition, then its trace on S satisfies 
Tu=g on S. 
(iii) rfIm(Tu, u)=O then u=O. 
3. UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
In the following we use some results of differential geometry that we 
recall in the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 52 be a regular domain of R3. Then 
y,divu=div,,(u,)+2Hu.n+y,(u.n) (3.28) 
grad,,(u .n) = y,(u,) + n x curl u + Ru, (3.29) 
holds for u in P(a; C3), and can be extended continuously to u in 
H:,,,(A, 0; C3). y0 and yI are respectively the first and the second trace on 
&Z2. u7. is the tangential component of u. H(x) is the mean curvature of as2 
at the point x, and R(x) is the tensor of curvature at the point x. 
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Proof: We use the following formulas of vector analysis 
div(axb)=b.curla-a.curlb, 
curl(a x b) = a div b-b div a + (b .V)a - (a ,V)b, 
grad(a.b)=axcurlb+bxcurla+(b.V)a+(a.V)b. 
We extend the normal “near” the boundary by 
ii(x) = grad d(x; aa). 
Then 
divan uT(x) = div(ii x (u x ii))(x), 
g (x) = (ii .V) u(x), 
div ii(x) = 2H(x), 
(u .V) ii(x) = R+(x), 
for x on the boundary, so 
divdR uT(x) = div(ii x (u xii)) 
= -ii .curl(u x ii) 
8u.n 
= -2W(u.n)+divu-T. 
For Eq. 
b=ii. 1 
(3.29) we take the tangential part of (3.32) with a =u and 
LEMMA i 3.2. Let Sz be a domain of R3 with a regular boundary r. If 
(E, H) is a solution of the homogeneous Maxwell’s equations with analytic 
coefficients F and p, and E x n and H x n vanish on r,, an analytic part of 
r, then E and H vanish identically in 8. 
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(3.30) 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
ProoJ We first prove that E. n and H . n also vanish on r,. Indeed, for 
a test function cp E Cm(Q) of trace on r which is in zS’(r,), we have 
SncurlH.gradq=jn -iweE.gradcp 
=-- jr,(Hxn)-gradp= -im/rCEE.nq=O 
4OV164 1-4 
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which means that E . n = 0 on r,. We do the same for H. Using (3.29) we 
deduce easily that JE& and aH ./an vanish on Tc. 
div EE = E div E + grad E E. 
Then it is clear that y. div E=O on r,, (3.28) implies that aE/&r =0 
on f,. In the same way aH/dn = 0 on f c. We conclude using 
Cauchy-Kowalewska’s theorem. 1 
THEOREM 3.3 (Uniqueness). If E and H are solutions of Maxwell’s 
equations (1.1) with m = j = 0, and if they satisfy the radiation condition 
(1.4) then they vanish identically. 
Proof We denote by B, the ball of radius R and SR its boundary, 
Q, = B, n (Q; v LF). 
E satisfies the equation 
curl i curl E - W’EE = 0 in !&VP. (3.39) 
P 
We deduce easily that 
5 n R ~lcur1E12-~2jQ~s IEil=js R i(curlExn).E 
Case 1. sd and pLd are real valued. 
j 
(curlExn).E 
SR 
is then real. Therefore 
s IcurlExn-ikEI’= SR jsR (curl E x n12 + k2 js, IE12. 
According to the radiation condition (1.4) 
lim I (curlExn-ikEl*=O, l-t-30 s,Q 
then 
lim j lEl’=O, R-m s,q 
and then E 3 0 in Q’ follows from Rellich’s theorem. Using Lemma 3.1 and 
the jump conditions on r, we deduce that E x n and H x n vanish on r, 
and thus E and H vanish also in S2; according to Lemma 3.2. 
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Case II. 0 and/or 0’ do not vanish identically in Qd. 
In this case we do not need Rellich’s theorem to conclude 
thus, 
s St2 IcurlExn-ikE12=j~~IcurlExn12+k2~~~~IE12 
Then E = 0 in Q>. E x II and H x n vanish on r, , consequently E vanishes 
everywhere according to Lemma 3.2. 1 
4. EXISTENCE THEOREM 
In the following we take m and j in H’(Q”,; C’), where Qi = Sz’n B,, 
with divergence in H2(Q>). We assume that they have compact support in 
Sz:. We can make weaker assumptions, i.e., include surface currents, but 
we do not do it here to simplify the discussion. 
It is well known (see [ll]) that the Silver-Miiller radiation condition 
(1.4) is equivalent to Sommerfeld’s condition: 
,I’f”, rig--ikE}=O, 
Jiir r{g-ikH}=O, 
(4.40) 
uniformly in 0 and cp. 
It is also well known that the solution (E, H) of Maxwell’s equations 
with constant coefficients, exterior to the sphere SR with E x n and H x n 
given on S,, and satisfying the radiation condition (4.40) can be calculated 
explicitly using the spherical harmonics and the spherical Hankel functions. 
This solution satisfies 
$=TE 
aH 
-=TH 
an 
on S, (4.41) 
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Conversely if we have a solution of Maxwell’s equations in B, satisfying 
(4.41), then we can extend it continuously to a solution in all the space. We 
can then state the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.1 (The Truncated Problem). The problem (1.1) together with 
the radiation condition (1.4) is equivalent to the following problem 
curlE-iohH= -m 
curlH+iWaE=j 
in !2; v Qi, 
E-0 
HGO 
in Szc, 
Exn=O 
H.n=O 
on r,, 
[Exn]=O 
[Hxn]=O 
on rd, 
(4.42) 
g=TE 
aH 
%=TH 
on S,. 
Now we look for a variational formulation of the new problem (4.42). 
First note that we have the jump conditions, 
[cE.n] =0 
[pH.n]=O 
on rd. (4.43) 
Indeed, for a test function cp E 9’(R)) such that supp cp n 
(supp j u supp m) = $3, we have 
I R’ 
curl H grad cp = s 82’ 
-iasE.gradcp= --jrd [Hxn].gradcp 
= -jo [.zE.n]cp=O 
which means that [EE . n] = 0 on rd. We do the same for [PH. n] = 0. We 
also observe that 
s H . n = O. Sk! 
Now let us suppose for a while that we have a solution (E, H) of our 
problem. Then 
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F,LL curl - curl E - ~WEP curl H = - E,U curl - m 
P P 
EP curl f curl H + iup curl E = EP curl f j 
in sZ~uO>, 
but 
p curl L curl E = p grad !. x curl E + curlcurl E 
P P 
curlcurl E = -A E + graddiv E 
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(4.44) 
(4.45) 
We replace div E by (l/i~s) divj - (1,‘~) grad E. E. We do the same for H. 
Multiplying the first equation of (4.44) by a test vector field E’ satisfying 
E’ x n = 0 on r,, [E’ x n] = 0, [EE’ n] = 0 on r,, and integrating in 52, = 
.Qa u a>, we obtain, using Green’s formula, 
+ gradkxcurlE).E’-/QR(&divj-igradr.E)divsE’ 
- io E,U curl H . E’ = - s Re R (4.6) 
where VE . VE E’ denotes Cz =, VE, . V&EL. 
Treatment of the a/an Terms. Using Lemma 3.1, the jump conditions and 
replacing y,, div E by - (l/c) grad e. E, and curl E by ic+H x n we obtain 
8E.n s- i-, an EE’.n= -2 &HE+nE’.n- (4.47) 
and 
aE.n -&E’.n 
an ] 
= -2 ~~~rHE-n[E’.n]-~~~[~E.nE’.n], (4.48) 
and 
- 
i 
[E] RE, . E;. (4.49) 
rd 
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For H there is a slight difference in the integral over f,, 
(4.50) 
In this way, we have replaced the a/&r integrals by more amenable terms, 
and we are in position to give a variational formulation of the problem 
(4.42). We introduce the Hilbert space V, of (E, H) E (H’(!&; C3)n 
H’(G2e,; C’))’ such that 
Exn=O 
H.n=O 
on r,, 
[Exn]=O 
[Hxn]=O 
[&E.n] =0 
on rd, 
[pH.n] =0 
s H.n=O SR 
and the continuous sesquilinear form on V,, 
d=d~+d2+d3, 
where 
(4.51) 
(4.52) 
s8,((E,H, (E’,H’))=/ {&VE.VE’+pVH.VHt) 
QR 
- s,(TE, E’) - po(TH, H’) (4.53) 
dA(E, H), (E’, H’)) = l i (Ve .VE,)E: + (Vp .VH,)H: 
QR Cl=1 
grad $ x curl E . E’ 
+j K 
1 grad E . E) div &Et 
QR E 
+(igradp.H)divpH’} 
- iw 5 sp{curlH.E’-curlEUH’} (4.54) aI7 
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&“((E,H), (E’,H’))= -2jrcsNE.nE’-n- j ,MRH,.H; 
rc 
+ 2 jrd H{EE~II[E’ .n] +,uH.n[H’,n]} 
- I { [E . n grad,, F] E’,+ [H . n grad,, .D] H:) rd 
+ j {PI RE, .G+ [PI RH,.H’,I 
rd 
-zh rd [.sp]{(Hxn).E’,-(Exn).H’,i (4.55) s 
and the continuous linear form, 
Z(E’, H’) = - jQe 
R 
.s,,,{curl(~).Et--curl(~).Ht{ 
+ 
j i 
1 
Qe, 
&- div j div EE’ + 
lW&~ 
- div m div pH’ . (4.56) 
iwl, I 
Now we consider the variational problem 
Find(E, H) E V, such that V(E’, H’) E V, 
d((E, H), (E’, H’)) = .Y(E’, H’). 
(4.57) 
LEMMA 4.2. The variational problem (4.57) is equivalent to the problem 
(4.42) in the truncated domain. 
Proof: It is clear that a solution of (4.42) is also solution of (4.57). 
Conversely we can easily verify that a solution of (4.57) satisfies 
curl 
1 1 
-curlE-ioH+-m 
P P 
inL&uQ”,, 
curl 
y. div E E = 0, curlHxn=O on r,, 
[yOidiveE]=O, [y,idiveH]=O ) 
curlExn=icopHxn 
curlHxn= -iwsExn 
on rd, 
(4.58) 
8E 
%=TE, 
dH 
%=TH on SR, 
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where we denote by 
1 1 
u = - div EE - - div j, 
& IWE 
and 
1 1 
v=-divpH--divm. 
P lW 
The equations in Sza u R> also read 
-AE-iw/~curlH+~V~xcurlE-V 
P 
= -pcurl{im}-V{&divj) (4.59) 
(4.60) 
Thus it is no problem to give a meaning to the boundary and jump condi- 
tions on r, and r, since (E, H) E (FZifi(sZb; C’) n Hi(Q>; C’))‘. Besides 
A div E EL*(L&) n L*(sl$) thus we can define yr(l/s) div EE in He3’*(r,), 
and we can show that 
yr idivsE=O on rd, 
and in the same way 
y1 idivpH=O on rd. 
u is solution of the following problem: 
div i grad u = 0 in L?a n Cl>, 
P 
u=o on rc, 
au 
n=o 
on rd. 
[u] =o 
(4.61) 
(4.62) 
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We deduce that 
s R1 d 
; Ivu(* = 0, 
and thus ur0 in QL, and in fact in Q> according to 
Cauchy-Kowalewska’s theorem. u is solution of the following problem: 
div i grad v = 0 in 62: n Q>, 
a0 G=o 
on r,. 
(4.63) 
[u]=O 
Here we can only deduce that u is constant in ~2; n Q>, but using the con- 
ditions satisfied by H. n on r,, r, and S, we conclude that v = 0 in all the 
domain. 
curl IcurlE-iwH+im =0 
P P I 
curl icurlH+iwE+lj 
& E 
(4.64) 
Thus there exist two functions rp and $ in H’(B,\@) find up to a 
constant, such that 
1 1 
;curlE-iwH+Lm=gradcp, 
f curl H + iwE + i j = grad $, 
cp satisfies the equations 
div p grad cp = 0 in BR\12L, 
a9 n=o on r,, 
[ 1 pz =o on rd. 
(4.65) 
gradcpxn=O 
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Using the characteristic function of L2: as a test function we find that 
and thus 
We can choose cp such that q = 0 in L2;, and thus cp vanish in B,\@. It 
is a little more difftcult to prove that IJ is constant. $ is solution of 
div F grad II/ = 0 in B,\@, 
grad$xn=O on r,, 
gradIl/xn=O 
[ I 
,!? -0 
on r,. 
an - 
H is a solution of Maxwell’s equations 
1 1 
curl-curl H - 02pH = curl - j + iwm 
E E 
(4.67) 
and all the boundary and jump conditions. We can extend it to a solution 
fi in all the space satisfying the radiation condition. We set 
E=-& { -curlfi-j}. (4.68) 
Then 
aE 
%=Te on S,. (4.69) 
From the uniqueness theorem we deduce that E = E - (l/h) grad $. We 
note E, = grad $, 
curlE,=O 
div sE1 =0 
inO\nQSZ”,. 
E,xn=O on r,, 
E,xn=O on r,, 
(4.70) 
~=TE, on S,. 
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E, satisfies AE, =0 in Q>. Thus 
jQe 1m,1*+2 j HIEi.n12-(TE,,E,)=O 
R J-d 
(4.71) 
consequently Im(TE, , E, ) = 0 and E, = 0 in Q> according to Lemma 2.2 
and Cauchy-Kowalewska’s theorem. 
s R, EIYI’=O (4.72) d 
thus E, r0 in ai. 1 
THEOREM 4.3 (Existence). Maxwell’s equations (1.1) and (1.4) have a 
unique solution. 
Proof: We have established in the preceeding lemma that the varia- 
tional problem (4.57) is equivalent to the first problem, and thus has at 
most one solution. 
4((E, W, (El> H’)) 2 CWI:,,, + P-&J, (4.73) 
&4f.E> HI, (Et, H’)) 6 C(lEl l,a,q lEIo,c+  WI I,R,~ IHIo,gJ, 
WEI:,,+ IHl:~,)+~(lEli,,,+ IHl;,n,L (4.74) 
for every q E R*, . We also have (see [6]) 
4((E, HI> (Et, W~v(lEI:,n,+ lHI:,o,)+ WNEli&+ IHl;,n,). (4.75) 
On the other hand, the advantage of working on a troncated domain is 
that the imbedding 
H’(f2:; C’) n H’(.Q>; C3) -+ L2(Q,; C3) (4.76) 
is compact. The imbeddings 
H”‘(&; C’) + L2(rc; C”) (4.77) 
and 
H1’2(&; C3) -+ L’(r,; C’) (4.78) 
are also compact, thus it is clear that the formulation is a compact 
perturbation of a coercive one, and the existence follows from Fredholm’s 
alternative. 1 
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A. APPENDIX 
ProoJ: The spherical Hankel functions of order 1 satisfy the following 
relations: 
h 
21+lh 
l+l+L-l=- 1. x 
Using (A.79) and (2.13) we can easily verify that 
1 1 
a;+++ . . . +,-& 
X X > 
ctf = (i)” 06, where 
Pi= 
(l+ PY 
p! (l-p)! 2p’ 
We want to explicit hj’)‘/hj’). First note that 
(h,%)’ _ h; + 5 
h,& h, h, 
thus 
Re h; =’ V&J’ 
0 h 2 h,%, 
On the other hand, using (A.79) we can see that 
= -k Im(h,+ ,%) 
I I 
but the relation (A.80) gives us 
21+h,7;1=h,+17;1+h,_17;; 
X 
-- 
= h,h+ I + hh,- 1 
(A.80) 
(A.81) 
(A.82) 
(A.83) 
(A.84) 
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thus Im(h,+ r 6) is independent of 1, and 
Im$= l-. 
( ‘) I x2/$‘~j” 
(A.85) 
We note yr = hj”‘/h 5” Equations (A.79) and (A.80) give us a nonlinear . 
recurrence relation for the y,, 
t,=--I+I+ l 
X (1-1)/x--t,_.,’ 
We have seen that hj”‘/hj” can be expressed in terms of h,K[,, so we 
calculate this term, and we find it in the form 
hi&=-$ ah+a:-$+ ... +a:-$ 
> 
(A.87) 
2 
(h,g)‘= -7 
1 1 1 
ai+2ai,+ ... +(p+l)aLx+ ... +(l+l)af7 , 
X X X X 
(AM) 
where the coeffkients a; are real valued to be calculated. 
Set 
q[(t) = ai + a{ t2 + . . . + a:t2’, 
p,(t)=a~+2a:t2+ ... +(1+ l)ait2’, 
then y, reads 
y,=I-$!. 
PI 41 
(A.89) 
where t = l/x. Using this expression of y, and the relation (A.86) we find 
that 
4/q/+ 1 = 1 + t2(p, + lq,)’ (A.90) 
and 
P/+ I = Cl+ 2)q,+ 1- (PI + lqJ. (A.91) 
Setting r, = p, + lq,, we note that the nonlinear relation between the y, 
reduces to a linear one 
(A.92) 
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so 
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(1- p)u:, = (m + p)a;-’ 
and thus 
(A.93) 
(A.94) 
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